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Abstract: Autonomousmobilemachines are applied increas-
ingly often in outdoor applications, but only in places, where
logistic problems and safety issues are resolvable. Solving
safety issues require good hazard identification and risk esti-
mation. The aim of this study is to show which new risks
emerge in autonomous mobile machines compared to
manual machines. There are new risks, which are valid
only in autonomous mobile machines (e.g., related to sen-
sors for situational awareness), and risks, which exist in
both machine types, but human presence can make the
difference in resolving the situation. Humans can take
sophisticated protective measures during an unexpected
hazardous situation. Another aim of this work is to give
information to designers and assessors to consider risks
of their own design. Autonomous mobile machines are
complex, and their performance is not always easily pre-
dictable. A checklist of risks would help an assessor, but
currently, it may be difficult to find a checklist for a specific
autonomous mobile machine. Themain result of this study
is a checklist of new risk sources or hazards of autonomous
mobile machines.

Keywords: safety, hazard, risk source, risk,mobilemachine,
autonomous

1 Introduction

Expectations are currently high for many kinds of auton-
omous (cars and mobile machines) vehicles [1,2]. Currently,
there are some examples where autonomous vehicles
operate autonomously most of the time, but in certain
work phases human help or remote control is needed.
These examples can be found, for example, in traffic
(cars), port, and mining environments. However, there is
no single agreed definition for the concept of autonomy. In
addition to fully autonomous operation, it can refer to
various levels of human–machine interaction. To describe
these levels, several categorizations have been proposed to
structure the levels of autonomy. One of the most widely
used categorizations is given in the Society of Automotive
Engineers’ (SAE’s) report [3]. The levels are: no automa-
tion (0), diver assistance (1), partial automation (2), con-
ditional automation (3), high automation (4), and full
automation (5).

Autonomous cars have been in the frontline of auton-
omous vehicles research, and history shows some inter-
esting development. Vision guided car was introduced in
1980 (Mercedes Benz) and later lidar, radar, GPS, and
computer vision have been used [4]. Sensors and naviga-
tion systems have been in cars for a long time, but final
steps to autonomous cars (SAE level 5) may be close [5]
and most of the cars are assumed to be autonomous by
the year 2035 [4]. During the past decade, sensor perfor-
mance, communication speed, and intelligent algorithms
have increased the hopes to have practical driverless
vehicles to be used soon in various environments. It is
still uncertain about how safely the new inventions in
autonomous mobile vehicles can operate in various con-
ditions [6].

Autonomous car in good circumstances remarkable
may enable reduction in accidents in the future. [7]. Fatal
accidents are often related to human errors (USA over
90%) [6] and therefore there is potential for autonomous
vehicles to reduce traffic accidents, when human factor is
minimized. However, the elimination of human error
does not imply the elimination of machine failure [6].
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Many articles have been published related to safety and
risks of driverless cars. Therefore, the studies related to
driverless cars have been considered as a good reference.
Autonomous mobile machines have many similar opera-
tional risks as driverless cars, but due to the features and
functions of autonomous or semi-autonomous machine
systems there are also many different risks. Some typical
properties of autonomous mobile machines compared to
driverless cars are: they are slower, high-performance level
(PL) of sensors and systems is required, they are controlled
by central traffic control system, andarea access control is often
applied to allow access to a specific area, like intersection.

This article focuses on autonomous mobile machines.
According to ISO 17757, an autonomous machine is a mobile
machine that is intended to operate in autonomous mode
during its normal operating cycle [8]. Machines are part of
autonomous or semi-autonomous machine systems, which
provide infrastructure, supporting systems, command, and
control centers that enable the use of the autonomousmode.

In fully autonomous mobile machine systems oper-
ating in isolated industrial areas, collision risks can be
minimized by preventing persons and conventional vehi-
cles from entering the area where the machines are oper-
ating in autonomous mode. In this case, machines are
stopped and turned to manual mode when a person enters
the area. Risk assessment of such systemmay bemodest, if
there are no exceptions for access, since isolation elimi-
nates most of the risks of the autonomous mode.

However, total isolation of an area is not practical and
usually there are some tasks inside the automated area.
Tasks can be related, for e.g., to supervising operation,
switching reefer container on, or minor troubleshooting.
There is a need for more open systems, which means that
complexity increases andmore effort is needed for the safety
risk management. Automated guided vehicles (AGVs) used
in open indoor environments apply usually on-board safety
system,which stops the vehicle before it touches an object or
before a hazardous force is generated [9]. For example,
safety laser scanners are good for the purpose.

Compared to indoor AGVs, outdoor autonomous mobile
machines usually have a higher vehicle speed and their
sensors are not capable to operate well enough in all rough
environmental conditions. Reliable detection range of sen-
sors is not always long enough [10]. Functional safety
requirements (safety integrity level (SIL)/PL) of sensors
are often not met (without additional measures) and sen-
sors cannot detect longer distance objects behind corners
or obstacles (not needed in short distance perception in
indoor applications). In addition to single sensors or per-
ception systems, a more advanced safety system is thus
applied [8], which may include subsystems, like, area access

control systems, safe navigation, safe traffic control, safe
communication between fleet control and autonomous
machines, and on-board safety sensors.

The aim of this article is to present new safety risk
sources related to autonomous mobile machines applied in
industrial outdoor environments in autonomous mode. We
address the need to understand the effects on risks at the
transition from conventional machines to automated func-
tions and even to autonomous systems. It is important to
understand what kinds of risk sources need to be consid-
ered, and how to identify the relevant hazards in each case.

In addition to direct safety risks of autonomous mobile
machines, there are also new reliability risks, which may
have an indirect relation to safety. The focus in this article is
on risk sources, which are new compared to corresponding
conventional machines and which can be associated with
collision or other events with severe consequences. This
article focuses on autonomous mobile machines associated
with autonomy levels 3 and 4 [3]. As a result, checklists are
presented in Tables 1 and 2 to give ideas to find risk sources
of outdoor autonomous mobile machines used in environ-
ments like factory yards, ports, or mines.

This article has been written in a multi-disciplinary
research project. The overall project objectives include a
variety of research themes supporting the development of
automated operations. The work presented in the current
article specifically addresses the safety engineering research
theme in autonomous systems.

This article is structured as follows: Introduction describes
how autonomous vehicles (cars andmobile machines) are get-
ting more common and the similar safety challenges they all
have. Introduction defines the autonomous mobile machines,
which are under consideration here. Section 2 describes the
applied methods and references, which give ideas regarding
risk sources of autonomous mobile machines. Section 3
describes terminology, risk parameters, the phase when
hazard identification is made, and a typical autonomous
mobile machine system. Section 4 describes the risk sources
related to the autonomous mobile machine. Section 5 (dis-
cussion) points out specific features of the autonomous
mobile machine system hazards.

2 Materials, methods, and previous
research

2.1 Materials and methods

The current study included an analysis of standards for
risk source identification, literature review, a compilation
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of findings from recent projects, and merging the results.
The findings from projects refer to numerous risk assess-
ments compiled by VTT related to container handling
machines at ports, mining machines, and forest machines.

Design science is a research approach that “is focused
on problem solving” [11]. This research approach has
been selected for the study based on our observation
that there is a practical need to formalize our under-
standing of the risk factors in order to effectively exploit
them in the risk management for autonomous mobile
machine development.

2.2 Literature review and previous research

The standards related to autonomous mobile machines
have been researched to find hazards, which are new to
conventional mobile machines. Currently there are no gen-
eric standards for autonomous mobile machines, but there
are some for specific branches of technologies, which show
the requirements of driverless/autonomous/unmanned/
highly automated mobile machines. In addition, the ter-
minology in references is partly different. Standard ISO
12100 has been studied, since it shows general checklists
of hazards related to machinery and risk assessment pro-
cedure. The “Earth-moving machinery and mining stan-
dard” [8] present requirements especially for fleet control
and concept of complete autonomous machine fleet.
The Industrial truck standard [9] presents, among others,
specific functional safety requirements and concepts for
closed structure (isolated) autonomous systems. The “Agri-
cultural machinery and tractors” standard [12] presents

ideas and risks related to on-board systems. These three
autonomous mobile machine standards give different per-
spectives to autonomous systems and they complete each
other. These standards have lists of hazards, and the rele-
vant hazards are listed in Table 1 or Table 2. The literature
related to autonomous cars is described since the tech-
nology on-board car is very advanced and much researched
area, and there are some statistics related to autonomous
car accidents. There are also some studies, which show that
new technologies bring new risks.

Standard ISO 17757:2019 “Earth-moving machinery
andmining— Autonomous and semi-autonomousmachine
system safety”was published in 2019 [8]. It gives an overall
frame for outdoor autonomous machine systems and shows
a list of significant hazards. The standard points out, espe-
cially, the autonomous system and fleet control level risks.
Many earth-moving machinery hazards have a generic
nature and they can also be applied for other autonomous
mobile machine fleets or systems.

Standard ISO 3691-4 “Industrial trucks— Safety require-
ments and verification — Part 4: Driverless industrial trucks
and their systems” was published in 2020 [9]. The standard
gives requirements for indoor industrial trucks (also called
AGVs or autonomous mobile robots) and their on-board
systems and safety functions. In addition, the standard
describes different operating zones (operating hazard zone,
restricted zone, and confined zone), which can have different
access rules and safety requirements. Some requirements of
the standard are difficult to apply for outdoor systems. For
example, according to the standard, typically, the maximum
speed in a restricted area for a truck is 1.2m/s. This is suitable
for indoor use, but for many outdoor mobile machines, the

Table 1: Change in hazards, when conventional mobile machine is turned to autonomous

Hazard type Relevance, conventional/autonomous comparison

Mechanical hazards related to the basic
operation of the machine [9,20]

Similar in autonomous/semi-autonomous and conventional systems. After an
accident or incident, hazard mitigation (severity) or prevention of additional
hazards can be difficult for autonomous mobile machine systems, if there is no
person at the place of the event. The situation can be related to other hazards too

Braking failure [9] Autonomous vehicles do not usually have a driver, during a brake failure, the driver
might be able to drive to a direction where the damages are small. Autonomous
mobile machine tries to follow the determined route and currently there is no
artificial intelligence, which could choose between consequences due to liability,
ethical, and technical issues

Falling objects [9] Autonomous mobile machines do not always have sensors to detect fallen load. The
fallen load at a wrong place can cause additional hazards to other machines or
bystanders

Gravity [9] The autonomous mobile machine could be stopped in a position where stability is
not optimal

Electrical hazards Moving close to live electricity needs to be prevented in adequate manner
Thermal hazards Autonomous mobile machine could be stopped in position, where it can overheat
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Table 2: Autonomous operation failures and related risk sources

Risk source Description (operation failure, conditions, requirements)

1. Lack of situational awareness: fire, collision, vibration [8] The machine does not have the necessary ability to detect fire,
vibrations, or a major failure/collision (as humans could) and
activate protection system and minimize consequences. It needs
to be considered whether technical means are needed to detect
unusual performance of the machine, which could lead to more
severe hazards

2. Area access control fails [8] If area access control fails to prevent unauthorized personnel or
equipment to enter the autonomous operating zone, there can be
collision and other hazards

3. Autonomous operating mode begins unexpectedly [8] If autonomous operating mode starts up although not all starting
conditions are fulfilled, there is a hazard. A single human error
should not be able to cause the change to autonomous mode. The
start-up should only be possible to initiate from a safe
position [8]

4. Incomplete or improper system updates and changes in
programming, improper road design, area demarcation and failure
in digital terrain map [8,31]

In case of failure, autonomous mobile machine can cause a
hazard by entering forbidden or occupied area. The failure can be
related, for e.g., to incomplete communication, failed
acknowledgement, or poor integration or synchronization with
other systems. Communication message failures to be
considered [31] include: repetition (block other messages, no
new messages), deletion, insertion, re-sequencing, corruption,
delay, and masquerade (message mimics other type of message)

5. Cybersecurity risk [8] Malicious attack of the system or single machine may enable
hazardous movements of autonomous mobile machines

6. Procedure in emergency situation [8] To minimize risks, emergency situation may require quick egress
for persons through a normally closed autonomous area. Area
access control may, normally, prevent access to the autonomous
operating zone, but in emergency situations, entrance may be
accepted to avoid additional risks

7. Failing lockout process [8,27] Lockout process may fail, if it is realized only through standard
software. Failed lockout can allow unexpected movements of the
system. Physical device is required for lockout. This can be
related to adequate PL

8. Navigation failure, operation control failure [8] Inaccurate position or orientation information can cause false
movements of the autonomous mobile machine
Incompatible coordinate systems, imprecise navigation control,
poor planning, or an inaccurate digital terrain map can cause
hazardous movements of the autonomous mobile machine. In
addition, the navigation algorithm can fail
Latency in receiving data from the fleet control or sensor failures
can cause hazardous situation
In addition, speed control can fail and cause, for example,
inadequate stopping distance, stability problems, or driving
control problems due to poor terrain or steep curves
Malfunction of the mobile machine can also cause hazards
outside of the autonomous operating zone

9. Machine steering control failure [8,32,27] Machine steering control failure can cause movements toward
wrong direction. Failing to fulfil the steering requirements can be
an indirect risk source. The requirements of steering control
depend on the machine type and, among others, maximum
speed. At slow speed, the mobile machine can be stopped to
maintain safety. At high speed, the steering performance should
be maintained until the speed is low enough for stopping without
guaranteed steering. The performance during a failure requires
cooperation between primary steering, possible secondary
steering, and brakes. The complete function should be according
to relevant PL

(Continued)
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Table 2: Continued

Risk source Description (operation failure, conditions, requirements)

10. Stability control [9,27] In conventional machines, there can be warnings and hazardous
movement prevention against falling (e.g., in mobile elevating
work platforms). If stability is an issue, then stability control is
necessary in autonomous mobile machines too. Stability can also
be related to the speed or hoisting performance in curves or
exceptional situations. In addition, adequate PL for the function
is required

11. Perception of tagged person or machine fails [8,27] A tag perception failure may enable a person or vehicle to enter a
reserved area or a new area does not become reserved when a
tagged object enters it. In addition, separation distance to the
autonomous machine may become too short. All of these cases
can cause a collision. Relevant PL of safety functions should be
considered

12. Perception failure of human, machine, or other objects
[8,12,26,27,30,33,34]

Perception failure is possible at least due to the following
reasons:
Sensor hardware, software, or communication failure. The
sensors and their functions need to be built according to the
defined PL, SIL, and/or type [34].
Physical properties of the sensor (such as detection range,
capability in outdoors use, or response time) are not adequate for
the purpose due to selection, design failure, or inaccurate
calibration.
Object position: objects beside larger object, object behind
corner or another object, person lying on the ground (detection
field is above the person, which cannot be detected), or person
leaves a vehicle suddenly.
Object surface properties: color similar to background, surface
reflects detection beam away, surface absorbs detection ray,
object material is transparent to applied detection rays.
Object dimensions: object/load dimensions at lower or higher
height compared to the detection field, object is small, narrow,
long (can reach far from the machine body).
Vehicles at crossings or merging paths: fast objects may be
undetected, load dimensions exceed the vehicle frame, turning
circle difference between front and rear wheels can cause
unexpected dimensions.
Blind spots: too far, too close, approach direction, obstacles limit
visibility, errors in digital terrain map, hole at the ground
(negative object), tilting of the vehicle (heavy load, empty tire)
cause detection field to rise/lower, inclined ground surface,
bumpy ground, sensor misalignment, objects hidden due to
restarting of the system, specific/exotic sensor properties.
Deliberate or unintentional human actions to avoid detecting
sensors.
Environmental factors: sunlight, poor lighting on dark, dust, mud,
fog, mist, rain, snow, smoke, etc.
The system may be unable to detect correctly the environmental
conditions (e.g., fog) and therefore fails to observe diminished
detection capability.
Uneven ground, vibration, tilted vehicle, or impact may cause
misalignment of sensors.
Sensor signal overflow (saturation) or interference due to
multiple similar sensors applied in the same area (sensors
interfere with each other).

(Continued)
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speed is too low from the productivity perspective. Thus,
instead of low speed, system level safety functions like area
access control need to be used. The standard shows a generic
list of significant on-board hazards and safety functions,
including required PLs.

Standard “ISO 18497:2018. Agricultural machinery
and tractors — Safety of highly automated agricultural
machines” focuses on autonomous tractors and describes
among others the risks related to them [12]. The standard
focuses on individual tractors, which may have a driver
and the described systems are on-board. Many described
operations can be related to semi-autonomous or auton-
omous functions and many risk reduction measures are
mutual to them. The presented risks and requirements

are related, among others, to perception, guarding system,
operational status, and positioning.

Self-driving cars have a long history and apparently,many
risk sources are also relevant for autonomousmobilemachines.
Mobile machines are developed according to Machinery
Directive 2006/42/EC [23], while cars have international/Eur-
opean requirements (standards, UNECE) and national rules of
the road. Mobile machines typically operate within a restricted
area with fleet control applied, whereas cars are driven indivi-
dually, with much higher speed and with the safety being
based on on-board systems. Accidents involving autonomous
vehicles [24]have shown that the perception capability and the
algorithms used for perception and handling uncertain infor-
mation are not always adequate [6].

Table 2: Continued

Risk source Description (operation failure, conditions, requirements)

Other strong signal emitters or reflectors at the site or at other
machines can interfere with the sensors.
Ability to distinguish persons from other objects (morphological
recognition) is diminished due to environment, unusual clothing,
unusual posture, and unusual angle from the sensor (e.g.,
camera).
Electromagnetic transponder (tag), ultrasonic transponder or
other device positioning, battery condition, latency due to
computational load or environment cause diminished detection
range.

13. Inability to activate stop or other safety function
remotely [31,35]

Message error can cause hazards. Message errors repetitions,
deletion, insertion, re-sequencing, corruption, delay and
masquerade should be considered [31].

14. Lost, delayed, altered, or insufficient data [8] False data can cause hazards. The failed data can be related to,
for e.g., situational awareness information, terrain data, topology
changes, commands, insufficient intersection control, machine
coordination, traffic control, hazard information, position,
planning, tracking, fire protection system, network configuration
changes, autonomous machine system configuration changes,
environmental issues (e.g., weather), power issues, etc.
Altered data may also be related to intentional hacking or
jamming (cybersecurity).

15. Autonomous or semi-autonomous machine system (or fleet
control) communication failure [8]

Fleet control error can be related to wrong assignment (e.g.,
coding error), human error, operation is using incorrect/
mismatch terrain map/operational area map or incorrect machine
parameters (e.g., dimensions).

16. Load handling failure [9] Load handling failure can be related to, for e.g., false commands,
false communication, inadequate accuracy, load imperfection,
attached/locked load although it should not, inadequate
environmental condition.

17. Automated fueling or charging system failure Automated fueling of charging can have hazards, which depends
on the system. The risk sources need to be found in risk
assessment and relevant standards. The risk sources can be
related, for example, to overcharging/fueling, flammable fumes,
heat, static electricity, live parts, battery management control,
positioning, etc.
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Favarò et Al. described and presented statistics related to
autonomous car (self-driving car) studies made in California
from 2014 to 2017. One can learn from the described 26
accidents related to autonomous vehicles) [5]. The average
accident rate was 1 per 67,000 km (totally travelled
1,750,000 km), but there were differences between dif-
ferent types of autonomous cars. For conventional cars,
the value is 1 accident per 800,000 km (over 6 million
accidents, but accident definition is presumably narrow).
In the autonomous vehicle data, there were no injuries,
speed was often about 15 km/h (highest speed 43 km/h),
62% were rear damages (same accidents share of conven-
tional cars was 4%), and front damages 15%. The damaged
part of the car is different in autonomous and conventional
cars. 23 accidents (88%) happened in intersections. It has
been estimated from the reports that the autonomous vehi-
cles caused only 15% of the accidents and half of them
were caused by the driver of the autonomous car (in
manual mode) [5]. In some cases, the guilty party and
human relation to the accident can be difficult to prove.
One may conclude that autonomous cars stop promptly at
the intersection and someone bumps the rear end of the
autonomous car. It does not sound typical case for auton-
omous machines and it is difficult to conclude much.
Anyway, there are collision risks and the intersections
are difficult for the autonomous cars, but the accidents
have not been severe.

The year 2016 was a turning point for considering
risks of self-driving cars. During 2015, there were only
about 20 minor accidents and the fault was attributed
to human drivers. During 2016, there was an accident,
which was obviously caused by self-driving car. A little
bit later, the first fatal accident happened. After that, it
has been clear that self-driving cars may cause severe acci-
dents [13]. There have been at least 5 fatalities (2016, 2016,
2018, 2018, and 2019) related to autonomous cars [24].

The recent development of the risk assessmentmethods
for applications of automated systems can be divided into
real-time risk assessment methodologies and system design
centric methodologies. Large amount of the risk assessment
methodologies have been developed for dealing with the
complexity of the traffic scenarios and thus for collision
avoidance (e.g., [14]). It seems clear that while certain risks
are reduced or even eliminated by automation, new risks
emerge, as shown for road vehicles automated by Bellet
et al. [15]. As stated by Zio [16], risk assessments need to
take into account the new challenges posed by the rapid
innovations and changes experienced. System-theoretic
models have been applied for the analysis of autonomous
vessels [17,18] to support the design. Based on the findings
of these studies, it is argued that previous methods are

limited in their capabilities to address the systemic nature
of the targets and thus the interactions between system
parts accordingly and that the methods require data,
which do not yet exist. Furthermore, it can be argued
that we need to learn more about the risk types of auton-
omous systems in order to support the analysis of the
complex systems.

3 Definitions and limitations of
the study

3.1 Risk sources and hazards

The focus of this article is on new risk sources and
hazards related to autonomous mobile machines. Risk
source is an element, which alone or in combination
has the potential to give rise to risk [19]. The definition
is wider than the definition of hazard, which is associated
with harm (physical injury or damage to health). Both the
risk source and hazard are applied in this article. Risk
source is also applied to depict an accident where no
persons are present (e.g., collision of two unmanned
vehicles). Hazard is defined in ISO 12100:2010 as poten-
tial source of harm [20]. It can have qualifier like collision
hazard, it can be continuously present (e.g., rotating
wheel), it can appear unexpectedly (crushing hazard as
a consequence of unexpected start-up), or there can be
ejection as a consequence of breakage or mobile machine
can fall as a consequence of acceleration/deceleration
[20]. Hazard qualifier can be a factor, which gives more
information about the details of a risk source. The new
hazards discussed here are typically not relevant for con-
ventional mobile machines.

3.2 Risk parameters

Risk can be defined inmanyways and it depends on domain
(industry, trade, safety, security, etc.). Aven and Renn [21]
presented over ten definitions of risk. According to ISO
12100, risk is a combination of the probability of occurrence
of harm and the severity of harm [20]. When related to the
safety of machinery, the risk is related to negative impact
and the function between probability and severity is not
defined (not alwaysmultiplication, for e.g., if the parameters
are logarithmic). When there are given values for severity, it
is difficult to define is the function linear, logarithmic or

Safety risk sources of autonomous mobile machines  983



something else. It is not easy to compare different severities,
like does 1 fatality equal to 10 broken arms or 100 bruises or
should the factors be something else. According to ISO
12100, probability of occurrence is a function of occurrence
of a hazardous event and technical and human possibilities
to avoid or limit the harm [20]. In many cases, uncertainty
instead of probability can open a wider view to the risk
concept [21]. In the earth-moving machinery sector asso-
ciated with Machinery Performance Level assignment [22],
the following risk elements are applied: severity, exposure
to hazardous event (as %), and possibility to avoid harm,
which is divided into alternate controls, awareness of
hazard, ability to react, and controllability. These factors
show that elements like awareness and controllability are
important, which are not mentioned for general machinery
risk elements [20,27]. Obviously, these elements are origin-
ally relevant for conventional mobile machines and for
autonomous mobile machines, these elements may require
more explanations. For example, how to describe situational
awareness of a control system. In upper level, risk para-
meters are easy to define, like severity and probability, but
detailed analysis requires more precise risk parameter spe-
cification, which may be applied on case-by-case basis. Risk
parameters also show some risk sources to be considered.

3.3 Risk assessment and hazards

Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC [23] and ISO 12100:2010
[20] require risk assessment for manufacturers, but a

specific method is not defined. According to Work Equip-
ment Directive 2009/104/EC [25], user organization also
needs to do risk assessment.

In functional safety standards SIL [26] and PL [27]
assignment processes, the risk assessment is used to
identify and determine risk levels associated with safety-
related control systems. The determined levels (PL or SIL)
can be associated with requirements. In PL and SIL assign-
ment processes, the risks under control are limited to
safety functions and not all hazards are considered. PL
and SIL can be considered as an agreement of how much
effort is needed to minimize the risk under control, and in
assignment phase, a hazard may be dropped out, if the risk
is low or not related to safety functions. However, not all
risks are related to safety functions associated with PL or
SIL. The hazard identification is done before PL or SIL
assignment, and therefore the assignment does not usually
help hazard identification, but the parameters described in
functional safety standardsmay give additional information
about the hazards and their properties.

According to ISO 12100:2010 [20], hazard identifica-
tion is a part of risk assessment process and it can be
made when the scope and limits of the system to be ana-
lyzed are defined. Limits may be related, for example, in
preventing hazardous use of the system and this has an
effect on the hazards that need to be identified. The pro-
cess of risk assessment is presented in Figure 1.

Hazard identification is probably the most important
part of risk assessment, since if a hazard is not identified,
then the associated risk is not under control; unless
the risk is eliminated by a higher/system level overall

Figure 1: Risk assessment process according to ISO 12100:2010 (modified) [20].
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solution (e.g., automation inside isolated area). To max-
imize the probability of identifying hazards, many dif-
ferent risk analysis methods are applied, analyses are
made at many levels of detail, and many sources of infor-
mation, experts, and lists of hazards can be utilized.
Current article focuses on the lists of hazards, which
are presented in Tables 1 and 2.

3.4 Description of an autonomous mobile
machine system

The risk sources in this article are related to new risk
sources, which may cause a collision or other major con-
sequence in outdoor autonomous mobile machine appli-
cations. The autonomous mobile machines are typically
controlled by fleet control, which gives tasks and com-
mands. Typically, there are access control systems, which
control the entire area, intersections, and/or specific work
areas. The status information of each mobile machine is
shared with the fleet control system. Weather conditions,
construction work, layout changes, troubleshooting, and
traffic at the worksite affect the commands that are given
by the fleet control system to the autonomous mobile
machines. The autonomous mobile machine drives auton-
omously up to the defined target or area access control
border, where access permission is required. Figure 2 shows
an example of autonomous/semiautonomousmachine system
components.

Figure 3 (modified IEC/TR 62998-2:2020 [28]) shows
an example of autonomous mobile machine system. The

system consists of three closed and isolated areas with
area access control systems. Operation areas 1 and 3 are
associated with PL d safety functions (sensors, inter-
locking devices, and control systems). The detection
range of the PL d safety sensor is 4 m and the mobile
machine is able to stop within the range due to the
slow speed at operation areas 1 and 3. Operation area 2
has lower safety requirements due to low demand rate.
The speed is higher and currently (year 2019) there are no
PL d certified (type examined) safety detection sensors
with detection range more than 4m [29]. Performance
level PL c can be achieved using duplicated PL b sensors
with adequate detection range. The safety principles for
the sensor fusion are described in technical specification
IEC/TS 62998-1:2019 [30] and technical report IEC/TR
62998-2:2020 [28]. A hazard can be realized, for e.g., if
one of the duplicated sensors fails or loses the required
capability.

Figure 4 shows an example of on-board perception
sensors and their detection zones. Here SRS A is PL d
certified safety sensor and SRS B sensors fulfil PL b safety
requirements. Both the SRS B sensors have longer detec-
tion range than required for stop zone B and the other SRS B
sensor has even longer detection range than required for
speed reduction zone. The sensors are applied according to
the zone requirements, in order to fulfil functional safety
requirements and to avoid futile perceptions (perception
from too far distance). The speed reduction zone fulfils
only lower performance level requirements, since the detec-
tion capability and performance are not adequate for higher
levels. The communication link has both safety-related
messages and production-related messages.

 

Area 
Access Control System

Fleet management, 
infrastructure systems, … 

Autonomous Operating Zone

Factory Operating Environment

Monitored Persons 
with Tags

Un-monitored 
Persons

Un-monitored 
Machines

Monitored manned 
Machines

Monitored autonomous 
machines

Monitored semiautonomous 
machines

us 

Figure 2: Autonomous/semiautonomous machine system components.
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4 Results

4.1 Safety risk sources of autonomous
mobile machines

Conventional and autonomous mobile machines have
many similar hazards. However, autonomous functions
for mobile machines may change the nature and rele-
vance of different types of risk sources. Table 1 presents
how typical mobile machine hazards change when the
system is turned to autonomous. The table points out
new additional hazards related to autonomy, but these
hazards are, typically, not related to functional safety.

Table 2 shows new risk sources related to autono-
mous mobile machines and especially functional safety.
In many cases, the basic hazard can cause collision, but
also some other severe events are possible. Risk source
reference is mentioned on the left column and descrip-
tion of the hazard or related means to avoid the hazard
are on the right column.

Tables 1 and 2 show risk sources of autonomous
mobile machines. Risk sources listed in Table 2 are
referred as plain numbers. The considered risks are gath-
ered from machine design and risk assessment standard
ISO 12100:2010 [20], autonomous earth-moving machine
standard ISO 17757:2019 [8], driverless industrial truck
standard ISO 3691-4:2020 [9], highly automated agricul-
tural machine standard ISO 18497:2018 [12], sensor stan-
dards, and functional safety standards. The standards
include many kinds of risk sources, but only those, which
can be associated with autonomy, are presented in the
tables. The generic hazards, described in standards, have
been widened by adding own experiences and discus-
sions with manufacturers of mobile mining machines,
container handling machines, and forest machines.

4.2 Analysis of the results

Nearly all the risks in Table 2 are related to inadequate
performance of functions realized by control or safety

Figure 3: An example of autonomous mobile machine system (modified IEC/TR 62998-2:2020 [28]).

Figure 4: An example of autonomous mobile machine and its on-board perception sensors and their detection zones.
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system. Stochastic failures and design failures (including
software) cause risks, which need to be controlled according
to functional safety requirements (ISO 13849-1 [27]), which
include, for e.g., assignment of PL or SIL. If the selected PL is
too low, it is a design failure and a hazard is possible. If the
PL is adequate, the system suits the environment and the
system is applied in designed manner, and a failure should
be improbable.

Artificial intelligence (AI) is not mentioned in the
tables, but it is associated with requirements of safety
functions and their PLs [27], which are relevant to all
kinds of control systems. There is an ISO technical report,
which considers use of AI, for example, in AGVs [36].
Specific AI failures are not considered here.

Communication related hazards are relevant for auton-
omous mobile machines, since the current technology
cannot usually guarantee safety and productivity of an
independent autonomous mobile machine, but communi-
cation is needed to provide tasks, commands, safety func-
tions, and situational awareness for the machines (at least
13 and 14 in Table 2). A safe communication system does
not deliver false messages and it has specific error handling
procedures for delayed, corrupted, and missing messages.
However, communication errors may have surprising con-
sequences, which need to be analyzed. More precise infor-
mation about communication risks and requirements can
be found in standard: IEC 61784-3:2021 [35].

Since the safety system and the complete autono-
mous mobile machine system include so many new sub-
systems, there are also many new kinds of collision risks
compared to conventional mobile machines. One specific
issue related to the new subsystems is uncertainty, how
much we can trust the new subsystems and certified
safety components. Uncertainty means that there is also
a potential risk source.

5 Discussion

Increased automation brings new kinds of risks in com-
parison with conventional vehicles. It is difficult to replace
human perception and reasoning capabilities with auto-
mation. First, machines do not (yet) have as good percep-
tion capabilities (compare 12 in Table 2) as humans do
together with many kinds of devices (e.g., speedometer
and camera). Humans have excellent vision capabilities
and possibilities to sense, for example, vibration, smell,
or abnormal steering performance. Second, humans can
anticipate situations and do adequately quick decisions to
minimize risks in unexpected situations. When looking at

the operations of driverless cars, it can be seen that cur-
rently human action (disengagement) has been needed
(Google/Veimo) about every 1,470 km. General average
has been one disengagement per 330 km [5], but it gets
better as driverless car teams become more experienced.
Not all engagements have been related to a possible acci-
dent and the amount of disengagements in the future will
be smaller, but human action is needed relatively often
[37]. The problem with humans is that, in addition to per-
ception and logical failures, humans intentionally take
risks and, in some cases, do not obey rules. In the future,
sensors and artificial intelligence are supposed to become
in many ways better and less expensive than today. In
addition, decision algorithms (which may apply AI) are
becoming quicker, more reliable, andmore comprehensive
to support safe and effective decisions. Both humans
and autonomous vehicles have their own advantages
and weaknesses from the safety point of view now and
in the near future. Safety or control function of autono-
mous system has replaced human operation at least in
items 1, 4, 6, 8, 9, 12, and 16 in Table 2.

The autonomous system needs to consider, to some
extent, human errors or unexpected performance in the
traffic. This can be related, for example, to disobeying the
rules of traffic, performance at the autonomous area, or
how to supervise the system. These kinds of risks need to
be considered on case-by-case basis and the issue is not
specifically mentioned in the tables. Disobeying rules can
often lead to an accident.

The safety of autonomous mobile machines is based
on many kinds of means, like fences, gates, access con-
trol systems (2 in Table 2), communication with fleet con-
trol (4, 6, 13, and 14 in Table 2), and on-board sensors (12
in Table 2). The isolated systems without workers at
hazardous zone can be currently adequately safe, but
there is a need to use more open systems, where humans
and conventional machines could move more freely.
There are many kinds of risks due to complex combina-
tion of systems related to the machines and the fleet
control.

If safety is based on on-board safety systems, then
also major share of risks is related to them. At this
moment, on-board sensors are safe enough for indoor
AGVs, which means typically PL d sensors (e.g., type
examined laser scanners) as required in driverless indus-
trial truck standard [9]. For outdoor applications, due to
high speed and environmental conditions, the machine
stopping distance is usually inadequate, if the sensors
were the only safety means. Therefore, many additional
systems related to, for e.g., fleet control and area access
control, are needed. Due to complex safety-related systems,
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the large diversity of risk sources will be associated with
autonomous mobile machines for some time.

Perception failures (12 in Table 2) are important in
applications where autonomous mobile machine safety
relies on on-board perception. Outdoor applications may
have environmental or other conditions, when perception
is unreliable. Therefore, additional means are required to
ensure safety. When using additional means, a single
failure does not necessarily lead to danger, since there is
another system to ensure safety. It may be difficult from
the analysis point of view to find out which exception or
failure is actually hazardous and which is only potentially
hazardous. If a specific detection sensor, like camera (EPO
European Inventor Finalists for automotive sector 2019),
would be adequately safe in the near future, it would
change the risk sources considerably. Cameras have a
long detection range, objects beside large objects can be
detected, and the safety is based on software and AI, but
adequate purity of the lenses, object colors, adequate
lighting, and the safety of algorithms (or AI) need to be
considered.

Communication systems are becoming increasingly
important for safety measures. In the future, it is possible
that all objects communicate with each other and give
information about their position, path intention, and
stopping distance. Such information needs to have high
integrity (no unintentional changes) and high availability
and the communication needs to be fast. Communication
systems can take much responsibility of safety, but then
also risks related to failures and errors become relevant
(13 and 14 in Table 2). There have been high hopes related
to, for example, 5G, which could solve many safety issues
due its high speed and connectivity.

It has been said that human is responsible for 90% of
the car accidents [6]. Since human is not much involved
in autonomous (self-driving) vehicles, how much do the
accident rate drop, or does it? Who is a safer driver,
human or control system? In ordinary cars, humans do
steering, acceleration, deceleration, and braking with the
help of actuators. It may look obvious that human is the
main risk. What happens to overall risk when all of these
functions are operated by control systems? Nowadays,
difficult parts of driving are still operated by humans
and so, only the well-defined cases can be autonomous.
For example, Google (Veimo) autonomous cars have had
about 0.68 disengagements per 1000 km [37]. Disengage-
ment means that the driver needs to be alert and capable
of taking control of the vehicle. The reasons for disengage-
ments were system failure 56.1%, driver initiated 26.57%,
road infrastructure 9.98%, other road users 5%, construc-
tion zones 1.55%, and weather 0.8% [37]. Apparently, the

disengagement number will be lower in the future (at least
in similar roads). It sounds that humans take the risky
phases of the nearly autonomousmobile machines. Recog-
nition errors, decision errors, and performance errors have
been related to humans, but what happens, if the tasks are
given to control systems. Autonomous machine errors
would include large variety of additional errors or risks
(Tables 1 and 2). It is currently difficult to have a generic
conclusion, who is the safer driver in the near future:
human or control system? [38].

Liability risk is not considered here specifically,
but actually, autonomous mobile machine systems have
oftenmany stakeholders, like machine manufacturer, con-
trol system supplier, logistics operator, software provider,
software operator, and user. Since there are so many sta-
keholders, it may be difficult to define the liable stake-
holder of a specific risk. Undefined liability is a risk and
it may cause new risks, if nobody is considering risks of
other stakeholders. The liability risk can be related to any
item of Table 1 or Table 2, but items 4 (infrastructure infor-
mation), 5 (cybersecurity), and 6 (informing about emer-
gency situation) of Table 2 are often related to two or more
stakeholders. Taeihagh and Lim [6] point out that liability
issues related to autonomous vehicles are difficult to solve
completely, since often, there are so many parties involved.
Liability issues can be related, for example, to accidents,
design or manufacturing failures, practical and moral repu-
tation, insurance, trade, and legal issues. One problem is
that liability is different in different countries and currently
the liability legislation related to automated vehicles is
developing only currently. A specific risk may be huge
from one stakeholder’s point of view, but small from
another stakeholder’s point of view [6]. Since the liability
issues are so complex, it may be a good strategy to con-
sider other risks also than those related to only own
design.

Cybersecurity is a risk source mentioned in Table 2
(5). A malicious attack can cause hazardous situation,
like collision. Earlier, cybersecurity has not been such
an important factor, since the systems and communica-
tion have been relatively individual and closed. There-
fore, attack would have needed special knowledge of the
system, vicinity, and resources. Nowadays, there are
more communication systems, they are becoming more
open and standardized and therefore there are more chal-
lenges to keep cybersecurity issues in adequate level.
Cybersecurity risks for automation are considered more
detailed in IEC 62443 standard family: “Industrial com-
munication networks. Network and system security.”

Collision is often the main consequence of a wrong
movement, which furthermore, can be associated with
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risk sources, although if there are no persons at an auto-
mated operating area, the probability of a harm is very
small. Also, other consequences can be associated with
autonomy, like stability problems (10 of Table 2) and load
handling problems (16 in Table 2), which are relevant,
but not so common for all kinds of mobile machines.

Checklists for finding risk sources are presented in
Tables 1 and 2. The tables intend to be comprehensive
and generic, but it means that in some cases, the risk
sources are described in generic level, which allows
some technology variations. However, each application
is unique and there may be special autonomy-related
risks, which are not mentioned in the tables. Technolo-
gies are developing and there will be new kinds of risk
sources.

New technological features are developed continu-
ously. The new features can be applied to better safety
or effectiveness. For example, increasing the velocity
would often mean more severe risks and better effective-
ness, but yet overall safety level can be the same.

6 Conclusion

Outdoor autonomousmobile machines require more safety
features and devices to ensure safety than driverless cars
(dedicated to on-board intelligent systems), indoor AGVs,
or manual mobile machines. Autonomous mobile machine
systems also include supervisory systems. like safety-
related fleet control and area access control systems.
Although the safety measures are intended to provide
better safety, they also initiate new risk sources. Since
there are so many safety-related systems, the amount of
potential risk sources is also big. Table 2 shows 17 risk
source groups, which are related to functional safety or
control systems. In addition, Table 1 shows risk sources,
which are relevant in manual machines too, but due to
autonomy, they have changed.

It is possible to learn from the accidents related to
driverless cars, since there are millions of documented
kilometers. The accidents of driverless cars are concen-
trated on intersections. Currently intersection control is
mentioned in standards ISO 17757:2019 [8] and ISO 3691-
4:2020 [9], but risks or safety measures are not described.
It is possible that autonomous mobile machine accidents
also occur at intersections, but currently we do not know
that due to inadequate statistics. In some cases, intersec-
tion accidents can be associated with area access control
risks (2 in Table 2), but special consideration of intersec-
tion risks is needed in any case. Another observation
related to driverless cars is that the most common accident

is when the conventional car contacts the rear end of the
driverless car. This kind of accident is also possible for
autonomous mobile machines, but the main reason for
such accidents have been careless manual driving. Large
share of manual driving accidents indicates that manual
driving needs to be considered carefully as a risk source
inside the automated areas. Manual driving can be asso-
ciated, in some cases, to risk related to area access control
(2 in Table 2).

Checklist of risk sources related to autonomousmobile
machines is presented in this article to help finding new
risk sources of autonomous mobile machines. The check-
list does not describe risks in detail, but it is intended to be
comprehensive in device level. However, the checklist may
not be too long to be practical, there are many kinds of
different applications and, in addition, new technologies
are developed continuously and therefore risk sources for
all kinds of autonomous mobile applications cannot be
presented. The checklist gives ideas for risk assessment
to identify new risk sources.
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